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Disclaimer

• The opinions expressed in the discussion, and contained 

herein, cannot be considered as representing the views of 

Munich Re

• This presentation is one part of a balanced discussion on the 

funding of high risk areas. It is specifically positive towards 
pooling arrangements ONLY in the context of the balancing 

arguments presented elsewhere in the session



Perhaps best to start at the beginning…

“There was once a village where twenty farmers lived. Every 

summer, each farmer built a haystack so that he could feed his 

cows during the winter.”

…

Source: Hart, Buchanan, Howe “Actuarial Practice of General Insurance” 



We are getting very good at risk-level pricing…

Demand for profit growth drives risk picking

Increased data availability

Analytical capabilities put into front-line quoting



…and this is being seen in practice

Location Price
(% of Median Value)

Price
(% of Median Income)

Lower North Shore, Sydney Low: 0.06%

High: 0.07%

Low:  1.40%

High: 1.65%

Windsor, NSW Low: 0.57%

High: 0.99%*

Low:    5.2%

High: 9.1%*

Townsville, QLD Low: 1.5%

High:   3.2%*

Low:    7.5%

High: 15.5%*

Source: Insurer online quoting Home & Contents, building value determined by insurer, $500 deductible



The consequences are predictable, and observable

“Business owners without 

insurance hit hardest, could 

be forced to close forever”

“Residents left with nothing 

but shirts on their back “

“Treat uninsured bushfire 

victims compassionately” 

“Over 800,000 Queensland 

homes are unprepared for 

flooding”

Source: News.com.au



The Government is already involved if disaster hits

Aust
Govt

BoM

EMA

AIDR

CCC

• BoM: Bureau of Meteorology

• EMA: Emergency 
Management Australia

• AIDR: Australian Institute for 

Disaster Resilience

• CCC: Crisis Coordination 

Centre



How to define the role of Government?

An open democratic society needs a strong government …

…It should provide the economic framework and the essential 

infrastructure for public and private enterprise. It should be 

concerned with the well-being of all citizens. It should protect the 
physical environment and it should act to alleviate the negative 

impacts of the market place on individuals, groups and 

environment. 

Source: The Australian Collaboration, Dr Nicola Henry 2012



Where does this lead?

Affordability

Risk rating sees 
individuals unable 
(or unwilling) to 
protect themselves, 
with social impact

Current involvement

Government at all 
levels already 
involved in Natural 
Disasters, explicitly & 
implicitly

Role of Government

To provide ‘social 
utility’ where the 
individual cannot 
do so easily



Is a Pool always the best answer?

Reasons for establishing a pool

• Creation of Public Good

– Society derives utility

– Deficits, with taxation

• Addresses the ‘charity’ 
option of non-insurance

• Linkage with other 

government roles e.g. 
building codes, resilience

Reasons against

• Not necessarily good at 
end-to-end delivery

– Resource planning

– Procurement strategies

• Behavioural impact



A structural suggestion, starting with a Pool

Govt Pool vs 
Private cover 

Individuals can afford 
coverage provided by 

the pool below cost

Govt Pool 
runs at deficit

Included in budgets 
including future 

taxation revenues

Covered for 
extremes

Pool buys protection 
from market for 
extreme events

Investment in 

mitigation, to 

reduce future loss

Operations 

managed by 

private market


